Mechanism of the delta wrench in opening the beta sliding clamp.
The beta sliding clamp encircles DNA and tethers DNA polymerase III holoenzyme to the template for high processivity. The clamp loader, gamma complex (gamma 3 delta delta'chi psi), assembles beta around DNA in an ATP-fueled reaction. The delta subunit of the clamp loader opens the beta ring and is referred to as the wrench; ATP modulates contact between beta and delta among other functions. Crystal structures of delta.beta and the gamma 3 delta delta' minimal clamp loader make predictions of the clamp loader mechanism, which are tested in this report by mutagenesis. The delta wrench contacts beta at two sites. One site is at the beta dimer interface, where delta appears to distort the interface by via a steric clash between a helix on delta and a loop near the beta interface. The energy for this steric clash is thought to derive from the other site of interaction, in which delta binds to a hydrophobic pocket in beta. The current study demonstrates that rather than a simple steric clash with beta, delta specifically contacts beta at this site, but not through amino acid side chains, and thus is presumably mediated by peptide backbone atoms. The results also imply that the interaction of delta at the hydrophobic site on beta contributes to destabilization of the beta dimer interface rather than acting solely as a grip of delta on beta. Within the gamma complex, delta' is proposed to prevent delta from binding to beta in the absence of ATP. This report demonstrates that one or more gamma subunits also contribute to this role. The results also indicate that delta' acts as a backboard upon which the gamma subunits push to attain the ATP induced change needed for the delta wrench to bind and open the beta ring.